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1 Profile FFact 

FFact has been established in 19981 because of the increasing demand for high 

quality consultancy services from sectors with environmental issues. In their efforts 

to achieve sustainable goals and missions, local governments and private companies 

encounter more and more obstacles related to organisation, management and 

market understanding, while technology seems to be much less a limiting factor for 

effectiveness. 

 

FFact is a unique group of management consultants. It is our challenge to support 

companies and governments with the implementation of sustainability from a 

business perspective. We translate facts into useful management information. 

 

1.1 Fields of services 
 

We are based in the Netherlands and Belgium, but with an international scope for: 

 Management and advise on solid waste, packaging, recycling schemes and 
operations 

 Management and advise on water and soil protection and management  

 Market, strategic and financial analysis 

 Policy analysis and evaluation 

 Human resources and quality management assistance. 

 

1.2 Our clients 
 

Clients select us because our consultants have knowledge and experience that 

comply with the long-term goals of the client. We have invested for over 15 years in a 

market database for the waste and recycling market. We developed products and 

methods for sustainable solutions, like Ecotest, and have applied them successfully. 

We assist private companies, governments and NGO’s. Our sales is for approximately 

70% to clients based in the  Netherlands.  

 

Packaging      Nedvang, SKB, Europen, PRO-Europe 

Food industry      Coca-Cola, Heineken, NFI 

Waste companies    AVR, Afvalzorg, Essent, Twence, VA, HVC 

Energy        NUON, ENECO, AKZO  

Financial sector  ING, ABN, Rabo, KKR, CVC, NIBC, Carlyle  

National government   I&M, V&W, LNV, several provinces en municipalities 

International government EU, OESO, UNEP, EPA-Ierland, UBA-Germany, UN-univ. 

Producer organisations   ARN, RecyBEM, Wecycle, Assure, SIKB, SCG, LightRec 

 

Further information: www.FFact.nl  (in Dutch) or www.ecotest.nu (in English) 

 

 
1
 The founders of FFact left Coopers&Lybrand Mcs just before the merger to PwC. 

http://www.ffact.nl/
http://www.ecotest.nu/
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2 Financial and economic research 

FFact has assisted governments and the waste and financial sector with research. 
The results are used in mergers and acquisitions, auction procedures, value 
calculations, sector reports and policy evaluations.  
 

2.1 Benchmarking 
 
FFact is a well known and specialized strategy consultant in waste management in 
the Netherlands and in Europe. We maintain a database of the top 50 Dutch and 
Euopean waste companies and use this database for market research and analysis. 

 

2.2 Modelling expertise 
 

FFact is both a strategic as well as a financial consultant firm. We are familiar with 

economic and valuation models and complex cost calculation methods. Our expertise 

is appreciated in the market.  

 

In 2010 and 2013 we reported on the economic situation of the Dutch land fill sector 

on behalf of the ministry of infrastructure and  environment in close cooperation 

with Erasmus University. In 2011 we conducted a similar evaluation study with the 

developed financial model for the Flanders ministry (Belgium).  

 

2.3 Strategic evaluations 
 

We are in direct contact with governments, banks, investors and organisations that 

are responsible for sustainable development.  

 

Rijkswaterstaat 
We assisted the economic and strategic evaluation of the Dutch infrastructure of 

dredging sludge disposal sites in the period 2009-2016. An economic model was used 

to calculate the cost price of exploitations. We recently performed an actualisation 

for one of the disposal sites and evaluated the operation.  

 
Dutch chemical company 
Our client searched for cheaper and greener fuels for their operations. We developed 

a value matrix and selected potential fuels. As a consequence the client now 

operates on basis of waste (biobased) fuels. Every year we benchmark the market to 

assess risks. 

 
Dutch waste company 
The clients shareholders asked for an evaluation of the company strategy. We were 

asked to give an objective view on the market development and formulate 

scenario’s. We assessed the effects of a recycling scenario on the revenues of existing 

waste business.  
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3 Other areas of expertise 

FFact has a broad expertise and assisted over 100 clients in more than 300 projects 
during the last years. Some of the areas of expertise are additional to market 
research.  
 

3.1 Packaging and Producer responsibility  organisations (PRO’s) 
 
FFact has implemented several Producer responsibility schemes. Especially in 
packaging we assisted several European organisations. We assist the Dutch 
organisation Nedvang (2006-2017) with monitoring and business development. 
When a packaging tax was introduced we assisted during 2008-2011 the Dutch tax 
authority and developed the tax or fee system, including functional design, website 
and operations. Since 2012 we assist Afvalfonds Verpakkingen with the transition 
and management of this system based on a private operation. 
 
In a team with Sismega (Spain) we were selected in 2012 by 15 European PRO’s for a 
data verification study on 9 European countries. The study is in progress. During 2011 
and 2012 we evaluated for Europen, the umbrella for the large European producers,  
the PRO systems in the European Member States. We were assisted by Prognos.  
 
Besides packaging we assist the responsible organisations for the recycling of end of 
life cars, car tires, batteries and electronic equipments for over 15 years. We 
organised operations, monitoring and conducted market analysis and cost price 
studies. In 2011-2012 we assessed the recycling of electronic equipment together 
with United Nations University.   
 

3.2 Strategy in waste collection, treatment and recycling 
 
FFact has assisted many governments and municipalities, e.g.:  

 Region of Eindhoven (280.000 inh.) was assisted with the restructuring of all 
waste operations. The goal was to establish stewardship and lower cost. The city 
regained control on operations and has saved up to 30% of cost.  

 City of Zaanstad (150.000 inh.) asked to assess textile collection. We structured 
and/or improved the contracts with collectors and recyclers.  

 A waste collection company of 3 cities (150.000 inh.) was sold to a larger group. 
We assisted to calculate the enterprise value and negotiated the conditions of 
service. 

 National sludge deposit sites suffered from decreasing supply. We assisted in 
developing a low cost strategy and scenario’s for future operations. 

 The Swiss government was assisted to develop a policy on hazardous waste. 
 

3.3 Quality management and certification 
 
FFact has assisted both governments and private organisations with development 
and implementation of quality management systems, for example based on ISO9001 
or 14001. We develop, maintain and assist in an exclusive standard for the 
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responsible soil management organisations in the Netherlands with a dedicated audit 
scheme (in place since 2003). The scheme is an innovative alternative for 
certification.   
 
 

4 Consultants 

FFact consultants are independent experts, assisted by a small support staff. At this 
moment 10 consultants are associated with FFact.  
We coordinate the business from three offices: 
- Delft         Frank Hopstaken, director (left) 
- Amsterdam  Marijn van der Maesen, senior 
- Brussels   Kees Wielenga, senior 
 

 FFact also uses its network with dedicated consultants and consulting firms to meet 
with client expectations. We are used to cooperate with similar niche companies in 
other European countries (Prognos, Sismega, Perchards, Cimas, Milieu) and always 
manage to build excellent teams.   
 
FFact is well positioned for innovative studies. We have an ongoing cooperation with 
universities (Technical University Delft, Erasmus Rotterdam, University of 
Amsterdam, United Nations University of Tokio/Bonn) and research institutes.  
 
Our consultants are assisted by a small support staff, juniors and trainees. We 
optimize cost and quality and believe in long term cooperation with clients. Together 
with 4 co-creators we have developed Ecotest. Our consultants might be based with 
clients for long term assistance.    
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